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Abstract
The impacts of plasma disruptions on ITER have been investigated in detail to confirm the
robustness of the design of the machine to the potential consequential loads. The loads include both electromagnetic (EM) and heat loads on the in-vessel components and the vacuum vessel (VV). Several representative
disruption scenarios are specified based on newly derived physics guidelines for the shortest current quench time
as well as the maximum product of halo current fraction and toroidal peaking factor arising from disruptions in
ITER. Disruption simulations with the DINA code and electromagnetic load (EM) analyses with a 3D finite
element method (FEM) code are performed for these scenarios. Some margins are confirmed in the EM load on
in-vessel components due to induced eddy and halo currents for these representative scenarios. However, the
margins are not very large. The heat load on various parts of the first wall due to vertical movements and thermal
quench (TQ) is calculated based on the database of heat deposition during disruptions and simulation results
with the DINA code. It is found that the beryllium wall will not melt during the vertical movement. Melting is
anticipated due to TQ after vertical movement, though its impact can be mitigated by implementing a reliable
detection and mitigation system, e.g., massive gas injection. Some melting is anticipated at major disruptions
(MD). At least several tens of unmitigated disruptions must be considered even if an advanced
prediction/mitigation system is implemented. With these unmitigated disruptions, the loss of beryllium layer is
expected to be within ≈ 20 µm/event out of 10 mm thick beryllium first wall.

1. Introduction
Detailed examinations of EM and heat loads under various disruption conditions
expected in ITER are essential to check the robustness of the design against the potential
consequential loads. Robustness of the VV and large in-vessel components, such as the
blanket modules (BM) and divertor cassette, are particularly important since they are directly
linked with the protection of the machine against mechanical damage. A reasonable margin
against the mechanical stress must be reserved for these representative scenarios since the
disruption prediction/mitigation system cannot be expected to be 100% reliable and some
disruptions will unavoidably occur. On the other hand, the prediction/mitigation system will
be very effective for reducing the damage of the plasma facing components (PFC) due to the
thermal load during TQ and vertical displacement event (VDEs).
For this purpose, a proper specification of representative disruption scenarios based on
detailed assessment of the database is essential [1]. Of particular importance for the
assessment of EM loads are the shortest current quench time, and the maximum product of
halo current fraction (Ih,max/Ip0) and toroidal peaking factor (TPF), fh≡(Ih,max/Ip0)×TPF. To
estimate the heat load it is necessary to know the thermal energy content at the TQ, the energy
deposition width and time duration. The details of the plasma behavior are also important in
order to evaluate the heat load during VDEs. The database on the heat load is still limited.
Among the mitigation techniques so far proposed, the massive noble gas injection
technique seems to be the most promising [2, 3]. This technique provides a sound basis for
the mitigation of heat load. It is important to assess the mitigation success or missed rate in
ITER with these techniques. Here, mitigation success rates are defined as the ratio of the
number of disruptive discharges which are successfully mitigated to the total number of
disruptive discharges. This assessment can be performed by using sophisticated disruption
prediction methods, such as a neural network system [4], applied to the possible mitigation
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scenarios. The success rate strongly depends on the response time, which is closely linked to
the gas pressure and the resulting force on the gas inlet valve through the response speed of
the gas injection/penetration [5].
In this paper, we first simulate representative disruption scenarios with the disruption
simulation code DINA based on the recently derived guideline for the shortest current quench
time. We then evaluate the EM load on BMs and VV due to the induced eddy and halo
current using the maximum fh expected in ITER from database analyses. The heat loads on
various parts of the BMs and divertor during VDEs and the TQ are evaluated for these
scenarios. An application of a neural network prediction technique is made to assess the
mitigation success rate and the resulting lifetime of the first wall is estimated.
2. Representative Disruption Scenarios and the Associated EM Load
The origin of the most critical EM load is different for different components. For the
VV, the vertical force due to the induced halo current is the most critical. VDEs with a slow
current quench, where the halo current is expected to be the largest, are of major concern for
the VV. As for the BMs, the EM load due to the induced eddy current is dominant, while the
halo current also contributes to some extent. Thus, the MDs and VDEs with the fastest current
quench are the most important for BMs. In this way, the guidelines for the fastest current
quench and the halo current are the most important for the evaluation of the EM loads on
BMs and the VV.
Since the previous International Disruption Database (IDD) prepared for the ITER
physics basis (IPB) [1], a new IDD has been initiated with a particular emphasis on the fastest
current quench for each machine [6, 7]. In contrast to the previous evaluation, the quench
time Δt is evaluated from the average quench rate between 80% and 20% of the initial plasma
current Ip0 for all machines. From this database, it is recommended to use 1 ms/m2 as the
guideline for the fastest current quench time normalized by the poloidal cross-section area
(Δt/S) for 60 % current quench [8]. This corresponds to the full current quench (100-0%) time
of 36 ms for ITER when a linear waveform is assumed. For the purpose of the EM load
analysis, we also employ the exponential waveform of the current quench as in our previous
papers [5, 9, 10]. Namely, we use the exponential curve, which passes through 80% and 20%
of Ip0 for the shortest linear waveform expected in ITER. This provides a time constant of τ ≈
16 ms in ITER. Experimental data for TPF as a function of maximum poloidal halo fraction
Ih,max/Ip0 have been summarized in IPB [1]. Data have been updated with addition of further
experimental data from MAST, JET and JT-60U [11, 12, 13]. This database indicates that the
maximum fh ≈ 0.7. A large poloidal halo current is driven when the plasma current decays
slowly, since the edge safety factor reduces significantly under this condition. In the ITER
application, the maximum Ih,max/Ip0 is evaluated to be ≈ 0.44 in VDE with a slow current
quench with a simulation code, as shown later. Then, the TPF is evaluated from 0.7/(Ih,max/Ip0)
and the resulting TPF (≈1.6) is also applied to disruptions and VDEs with the fast current
quench, which contributes to the EM load on BMs to some extent.
Based on these guidelines, several representative disruption scenarios have been
prepared for the EM load analyses. They include MDs with fast current quench, upward and
downward VDEs with fast and slow current quenches. Numerical simulations are performed
with the DINA code [14] for these representative scenarios to simulate the detailed plasma
behavior during disruptions. The DINA code solves the evolution of 2D plasma equilibrium
on closed and open magnetic surfaces together with external circuits (PF coils and
surrounding conducting structures). Details of ITER modeling with the DINA code are
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described in [5]. Induced eddy currents on these surrounding structures are calculated with a
3D finite element method (FEM) code using the time behavior of the toroidal current density
of the plasma column evaluated with the DINA code. EM load analyses are performed using
these induced eddy currents. The BMs are connected to the VV through key structures and
flexible supports. The key structure restrains the displacement of the module parallel to the
VV wall reacting to the poloidal and toroidal forces and the radial moment (Mr). The flexible
support reacts to the loads in the radial direction while being compliant in the other directions.
Consequently, vertical (poloidal) forces (Fp) both due to eddy and halo currents are
superimposed on the key. Actually, this force is the most difficult to resist because of space
limitation at the key structure. Thus, in this section, we will discuss the EM load on the key
structure for various representative scenarios. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of plasma
current, vertical position and poloidal halo current for a downward VDE with a linear 36 ms
current quench time. Figure 2 shows four time slices of Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS; red)
and halo boundaries (green) for this case at (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 1. The VDE starts at t =
0. Plasma moves downward and a TQ occurs when the surface q value reaches 1.5 [15] at t =
670 ms. Figures 3 and 4 show the corresponding time behaviors for an upward VDE with an
exponential time constant of 16 ms.
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Fig. 1 Time evolutions of plasma current, vertical
position and poloidal halo current for downward
VDE with linear 36 ms quench.
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Fig. 2 Time evolution of plasma (LCFS) and
halo boundaries for the case of Fig. 1 at four
time points (a), (b), (c) and (d).
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Figures 5 and 6 show the maximum poloidal (vertical) forces Fp due to eddy and halo
currents on #1-10 BMs (Fig. 5) and #11-18 BMs (Fig. 6) for representative scenarios of MD
(MD_lin and MD_exp) and upward/downward VDEs (VDE_UP_lin, VDE_UP_exp,
VDE_DW_lin and VDE_DW_exp) with a fast current quench (36 ms quench time for
linearwaveform and 16 ms time constant for exponential waveform), respectively. The
TPF=1.6 is used to evaluate the local maximum force due to the halo current. The time
evolution of the halo current path is obtained by the DINA code calculation, and the possible
maximum fraction of the halo current flowing into each BM is assumed. For instance,
f1≡Ihalo(Nr.1)/Ihalo,total=0.5 is assumed during the whole current quench phase to keep some
margin against the uncertainty of the plasma behavior. The numbers of BMs with high Fp are
shown in the figure. The solid line shows the allowable Fp due to the induced eddy current as
a function of Fp due to the induced halo current. This includes the effect of dynamic factor of
1.5 due to the dynamical motion of BM at the onset of Fp. The dashed line shows the
allowable Fp when the event is very rare (1-2 during the whole life), which is 20% higher
than the solid line (criterion by American Society of Mechanical Engineers). It is seen from
Figs 5 and 6 that EM loads on all BMs are within the allowable limit for the representative
disruption scenarios investigated. Since the present margins are not large, further efforts to
identify the margins more credibly from the physics side and to increase the margins from the
engineering side are highly desirable to further increase the robustness of the machine. Of
particular importance from the physics side, is further development of the models of plasma
behaviors including halo fraction, toroidal peaking factor and width of halo current region.
Since the plasma movement is very slow during a VDE, it appears to be feasible to decrease
the number of unmitigated VDE to 1-2 times during the whole life by constructing a reliable
position detection system and disruption mitigation system.
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Fig. 6 Maximum Fp due to eddy and halo
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3. Heat Load on PFC during VDEs and TQ
The heat load on PFCs during VDEs and the TQ can make a large impact on their
lifetimes. In particular, the impact on beryllium first wall can be very large, since its melting
Table 1 Assumption taken from [16] used for the estimation of heat load on beryllium first wall

Energy release at TQ (relative to peak stored energy Wpeak)
Expansion factor of heat load width from the steady heat load width λss
Time duration of heat deposition on divertor/wall

(0.5-1.0) Wpeak
(5-10)
(1.5-3) ms
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temperature is rather low. Unfortunately, the database of heat load during the TQ is very
limited. The most systematic database so far available is in [16]. In this paper, we will use this
database to estimate the heat load on the beryllium first wall during VDEs and TQs. Table
1summarizes assumptions taken from this database.
3.1 Heat Load during Major Disruptions
In the case of MDs, the largest heat load on the beryllium first wall is that on the upper
wall, since half of the heat flux across the second separatrix will be deposited. Figure 7 shows
the flux surfaces near the upper wall from the equilibrium calculation. Fig. 8 shows the peak
heat load density on the upper wall during the TQ of MDs for reference (green) and possible
worst (red) equilibrium configurations (it is assumed Wpeak =1MJ and λss =5 mm). Upper and
lower bound correspond to the expansion factor of λss (5 corresponds to lower and 10 to
upper). Table 2 summarizes the peak heat loads for two cases of Wpeak (175 MJ and 350 MJ).
The range corresponds to the expansion factors 5 to left and 10 to right. From Table 2, it is
seen that the measure of energy load ε (MJ/m2/ s1/2) is in the range of 8.2-75 MJ/m2/s1/2 for the
deposition time duration of 1.5-3 ms. The criterion for melting of beryllium is ≈20 MJ/m2/s1/2
and, thus, melting of beryllium is expected in many MD cases.Ở The loss of beryllium
thickness can be estimated as ≈20 µm/event for 1 MJ/m2 even if the whole melt layer is lost
based on calculations including the vapor shielding effect [1]. In fact, the missed rate of
prediction cannot be decreased below several % even with the most advanced algorithm of
neural network [4]. In particular, for high beta plasmas, it is shown that the missed rate is
further increased up to ≈20% [17, 18]. Thus, several tens of unmitigated TQs must be
expected out of ≈3000 MDs (≈10 % of 3x104 total shots) in ITER.
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Table 2 Peak heat load density on the upper wall during TQ of MD.

Energy loss / disruption
Case and peak location
Reference : peak location (6) – (8) (MJ/ m2) (Fig.8)
Possible worst : peak location (f) - (g) (MJ/ m2) (Fig.8)

175 MJ

350 MJ

0.45 – 0.92
0.9 – 1.44

0.9 – 1.84
1.8 – 2.9

3.2 Heat Load during VDEs
In the case of VDEs, the heat load on the beryllium first wall during two phases must
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be properly assessed. The first phase is during the vertical movement of the hot plasma
limited by the first wall. The second phase is during the TQ subsequently triggered after the
vertical movement. Both upper and lower first walls must be examined, since upward and
downward VDEs will occur with an equal probability.

z (cm)

Figure 9 shows equilibrium configurations during upward VDE at 600 ms (early phase
of plasma touching the upper wall) and at 865 ms (just before TQ at q=1.5). The numbers on
the wall are indicators of the position. The insert in Fig. 9 shows the time evolution of plasma
current and edge safety factor. Fig. 10 shows ε at each wall position during the vertical
movement (550-865 ms) for three different λss. It is assumed that after touching the wall, the
plasma transits back to the L mode and the heat flow across the LCFS is 200 MW (more than
twice of the H mode phase). After L mode transition, λss is assumed wider than that of H
mode phase, and thus, ≈1 cm is assumed as a typical value in this paper. Detailed plasma
magnetic configuration and incident angle of the field line with the first wall are taken into
account in Fig. 10. It is seen that ε is well below the critical value for the melting of
beryllium. Thus, melting will not occur during the vertical movement even if there is some
asymmetry of heat load between electron and ion sides or by misalignment. At some moment
during the vertical movement, a TQ will occur. Figure 11 shows ε at each wall position for
TQ occurrence times at 600 ms (green
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is anticipated. Of particular concern is the ms (just before TQ at q=1.5). Insert shows time
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energy load on the upper wall (position from 720 to 760), where a loss of ≈20 µm/event is
expected by MDs. However, the additional loss by VDEs is small, since the number of
occurrence of VDE will be made very infrequent due to the VDE detection system in ITER.
Figure 12 shows equilibrium configurations during a downward VDE at 600 ms (early
phase; q=2.1) and at 645 ms (just before TQ; q=1.5). Fig. 13 shows ε at each wall position
after the plasma touches the wall during the vertical movement (550-645 ms) for three
different widths of heat flux at the mid-plane. The heat flow across the LCFS is 200 MW.
Generally ε is larger than the upward VDE case due to the larger intersecting angle between
the flux surfaces and the wall, especially for the baffle region. However, ε is below the critical
value for melting both for the beryllium first wall and tungsten baffle during this phase.
Figure 14 shows ε during the TQ at 600 ms (green) and 645 ms (red). Triangles show the
maximum values if the TQ occurs at an arbitrary time during 550 ms and 645 ms. Although ε
exceeds the critical value, it is somewhat smaller on the beryllium first wall than upward
VDE case. A much larger ε is anticipated and it significantly exceeds the critical value (60
MJ/m2/s1/2 for the tungsten baffle region), and the loss of tungsten baffle is ≈60 µm/event.
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4. Conclusions
Several representative disruption scenarios are specified and disruption simulations
are performed with the DINA code and EM load analyses with the 3D FEM code for these
scenarios based on newly derived physics guidelines for the shortest current quench time and
their waveforms (Δt ≈ 36 ms linear and τ ≈ 16 ms exponential waveforms), as well as the
maximum product of halo current fraction and toroidal peaking factor (maximum fh ≈ 0.7)
expected in ITER. Although some margins are confirmed in the EM loads due to induced
eddy and halo currents on the in-vessel components for all of the representative scenarios,
further efforts both from the physics and engineering sides are needed to enlarge the margins.
The heat load on various parts of the first wall due to vertical movements and TQs is
calculated based on the database of heat deposition during disruptions and simulation results
with the DINA code. It is concluded that melting of beryllium wall during vertical movement
will not occur. Melting is anticipated at the TQ during a VDE, though its impact could be
reduced substantially by implementing a reliable detection and mitigation system, e.g.,
massive gas injection. Latest experiments show that radiative heat load on the first wall due to
the massive gas injection will not be so localized and ε is marginally below the critical value
for melting [3]. More severe melting is anticipated due to MDs, for which at least several
tens of unmitigated disruptions must be considered even if an advanced prediction/mitigation
system is implemented. With these unmitigated MDs the loss of beryllium layer is expected to
be ≈20 µm/event.
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